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Vampire and bounty hunter extraordinaire Rachel Morgan must play a dangerous game in which
the the prize is her immortal soul in this riveting new tale in the bestselling Hollows seriesTo save
the lives of her friends, Rachel Morgan, witch and runner, did the unthinkable: she willingly
trafficked in forbidden demon magic. Now she’s about to pay for that sin . . . .But there was one
person her wits and wiles couldn’t save. Searching for the truth behind her love’s murder, Rachel
treads a dangerous path, filled with deadly menace and shocking suprises― including a
powerful demon determined to claim her and a family secret that throws her entire life into
question. If she is ever to live free, she must walk willingly into the demonic ever-after in search
of long-lost knowledge.But when a woman dances with demons, she lays her soul on the line . . .
and Rachel may never return.

“Movie Pitch: Buffy the Vampire Slayer meets Tank Girl. Lowdown: Outlaw may be tough for
newbies, but Rachel’s personal growth, series-altering revelations, and a lot of humor make it
inviting. B+.” — Entertainment Weekly“Rachel boldly tackles every challenge amid a cascade of
plot twists that will delight Harrison’s fans” — Publishers Weekly“Harrison has a real flare for
pacing and plotting.” — Jeff VanderMeer, Realms of Fantasy“Her work can read like a
smoldering combination of Alice Waters and Ozzy Osbourne.” — New York Times Book
Review“Weirdly charming.” — Booklist“Fun, fast-paced.” — Locus“Action-packed... Rachel boldly
tackles every challenge amid a cascade of plot twists that will delight Harrison’s fans.” —
Publishers Weekly“Harrison makes Rachel’s conflicts real and poignant without turning them
into melodramatic slush. .. Harrison devotees should find ample emotional revelations and plot
resolution, with enough loose ends to have them eagerly awaiting the next installment.” — Kirkus
ReviewsFrom the Back CoverWhen you dance with demons, you lay your soul on the line . . .In
the Hollows, where the natural and the supernatural co-exist—not always peacefully—desperate
times often call for unorthodox measures. But bounty hunter-witch Rachel Morgan did the
absolutely unthinkable to save the lives of her friends: she willingly trafficked in forbidden demon
magic. And now her sins have come home to haunt her.As Rachel hunts for the truth behind a
terrifying murder, the discovery of a shocking family secret is about to throw her entire life into
question. And the long-lost ancient knowledge she seeks resides in the demonic ever-after.But
there are some lines that should never be crossed—like the one Rachel Morgan's stepping
over . . . again!About the AuthorKim Harrison is best known as the author of the #1 New York
Times best selling Hollows series, but she has written more than urban fantasy and has
published more than two-dozen books spanning the gamut from young adult, accelerated-
science thriller, several anthologies, and has scripted two original graphic novels set in the
Hollows universe. She has also published traditional fantasy under the name Dawn Cook. Kim is



currently working on a new Hollows book between other, non related, urban fantasy
projects.Read more
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Linda, “Exciting and humorous. The Outlaw Demon Wails completely blew my socks off! So
many incredible twists and turns, so many new secrets unveiled, so much new information about
Rachel and her family. I am almost reeling after finishing this read.My review of The Outlaw
Demon Wails is spoiler-free, but since it is about the sixth book in the series, there will be
spoilers from the prior books, so if you haven't read the five first books, please proceed reading
knowing that!I love how much Rachel grew in The Outlaw Demon Wails, finally, she is starting to
think a little before she acts - even if that is still a little difficult for her. Dealing with the aftermath
of Kist's death is truly difficult both for Rachel and Ivy. I also loved that Rachel and her mom are
finally mending their relationship, and I feel that I can really, really love Mrs. Morgan - I hope I will
get to know her a lot better! She is a little strange, but I enjoy how straight-forward she is, even if
her filter is faulty. Honesty is good, but it seems as if she is quite good at secrecy as well.Finally,
Rachel and Ivy are being more honest and open with each other as well, and even if they still
have a lot of things they need to work on, they are clearer on where they stand. Jenks being the
middle-man is hilarious, and his screw-ups are both cute and frustrating. He is always doing his
best to keep both of his girls safe, though, and will do whatever it takes to make sure their firm
will be able to stay the way it is.Halloween is coming in The Outlaw Demon Wails, and the
preparations for the big inderlander fest is well done. Of course, something happens to make
sure Rachel won't be able to partake in the festivities as planned, even if she ends up leaving the
church anyway. Trent also has a more prominent role in this installment, and with all his bad and
negative sides, I have to admit I have a kind of reluctant admiration for him, and have had that
since the first book. He uses brute force, and will do anything necessary to keep himself and his
interests safe. At the same time, I can so completely understand where he comes from, so I can't
help but like him. A lot.There are a lot of new twists and turns, a lot of them extremely surprising,
all of the exciting and fulfilling for me as a reader. I won't get into it all, but the fat that Rachel can
still be upright during it all says a lot about her strength. She deals with things a lot better than in
prior books, thinking things through, letting herself feel and cry, and even turns to her mother
when the going gets really tough. I am really happy about her growth, because I had almost
started to think she was acting too much in the same way and not learning from her errors, but
she did in The Outlaw Demon Wails! I hope she will continue on the same path in the future.The
writing is, as usual, excellent. Kim Harrison knows how to spin a tale, paint a landscape and
show her readers why her characters do the things they do. I love that I can see Cincy in my
mind, and that I could probably walk through the church with my eyes closed (you know - if it
existed for real). There were no wardrobe incidents in The Outlaw Demon Wails, and I took this
as another sign that Rachel is growing up.The plot is extremely fast-paced, with lots of sub-plots,
an some longer that have spanned over several books already, and will probably continue as
well. The fact that there are some things that were mentioned in Dead Witch Walking that were
only resolved in The Outlaw Demon Wails is a big plus in my mind, because it shows that a lot of



plots were not simply thrown out there for shock-value, and to see some things being mentioned
again with more knowledge just makes me very happy.Heartache swelled as I shut the door and
leaned back against it to stare into the sanctuary. I had to start living again, even if it killed
me.And while seeing Trent in his tightly-whities would make my decade, I'd found out long ago
that I couldn't stay mad at a man wearing nothing but his underwear. They looked so charmingly
vulnerable.My eyebrows rose. It's in the eaves? "What's in the eaves?" "A gargoyle," Jenks said
angrily, and my alarm vanished."Big lots," I said, seeing the eighty-year-old oaks and shady
lawns. The houses were set way back and had iron fences and stone drives. "The harder to hear
your neighbors scream, my dear," was David's answer, and I sent my head up and down in
agreement.”

Amber KissMett, “Love. I absolutely love this series! I will continue to read every new book that
comes out! And reread the ones I already have.”

Jennifer @ Bad Bird Reads, “One of the best in the series. SummaryWhen you dance with
demons, you lay your soul on the line . . .In the Hollows, where the natural and the supernatural
co-exist--not always peacefully--desperate times often call for unorthodox measures. But bounty
hunter-witch Rachel Morgan did the absolutely unthinkable to save the lives of her friends: she
willingly trafficked in forbidden demon magic. And now her sins have come home to haunt
her.As Rachel hunts for the truth behind a terrifying murder, the discovery of a shocking family
secret is about to throw her entire life into question. And the long-lost ancient knowledge she
seeks resides in the demonic ever-after.But there are some lines that should never be crossed--
like the one Rachel Morgan's stepping over . . . again!The GoodOh. My. God. Harrison has
outdone herself. The action is set from the very beginning and doesn't stop. The revelations, the
intensity, the drama, all of it made me speechless from start to finish. Harrison weaves a thrilling
plot and sub plots while giving us humor, action, and the same beloved characters that make the
series what it is.As mentioned on my home page, I assume that you have read the previous
books, so this review will have references to the happenings of past books.From the start we
have someone sending Al, the demon, after Rachel. And you can imagine how happy that
makes Al. Then the revelations start. Ceri has a secret she finally reveals which will change the
future history of the elven race. The night of Kisten's murder is revealed some more. And Rachel
finally learns about her past and true heritage, and boy is that a doosey. Plus, we find out why
demon's tend to gravitate towards Rachel. This is a book where almost all the things Harrison
has eluded to in the whole of the series finally comes out. Yeah, try not reading this book now, I
dare you. Yup, not gonna happen.Many fans will be happy to know that Rachel and Ivy finally
come to some sort of an agreement about the dynamics of their relationship. I have a feeling this
really might be the last time we have to deal with that drama.The best part of the book is the trip.
What trip? Well, the most exciting, frightening trip you can ever think of. Rachel, Trent, and Jenks
go to...wait for it...the EVER-AFTER. Yaaaaay. *Does her Ever-After dance* (Just count yourself



lucky you didn't have to see my dance, it ain't pretty) If you want to sweat with anxiety and bite
your nails down to the wick, this is the section of the book for you. I still have nightmares after
reading it.Rachel is still Rachel. She's quirky, interesting, and always in need of help. She jumps
into every situation without thinking, but that's why we love her. Ivy is finally starting to actively
work on herself. She is getting over the mental damage Piscary has caused and is becoming
more well with who she is. Jenks is still causing trouble and his huge family is not helping
matters. Gotta love the pixies. And a couple new characters are introduced, and already I have
high hopes for them. Especially Bis, the gargoyle. Super-freakin'-cute.But it's the notorious
demon Al and elf Trent that really shine in this book. Both characters are thoroughly flushed out
and the reader is given insights behind their motivations, which in a way helps us sympathise
with them. Plus, we learn more about Rachel's mom. Definitely a plus.The BadSame problems.
Rachel is still occasionally annoying and the descriptions are lengthy. The middle is a tiny bit
slow, but it didn't really bother me.The SnugglyNo sex scenes, just a biting scene that is a little
sexual.OverallThis book surprised me. Every part of the plot interested me and the ending was
very satisfying. We even get major twists in the end that will make you eager to read the series'
future books. The character development was superb and the action well-paced and enthralling.
The Outlaw Demon Wails is a must read.”

andelusional, “Demons and vampires. What could be better? Well superb writing and a skill with
emotional angst that is hard to beat. Kim Harrison's subtle handling of Rachel's inner turmoils
are painful-sweet and gut wrenching agony and yet she is still a strong protagonist and the
reader hunches breathless over her struggles daring to hope she will find a way through, and
she does. Can I be the only person in the world to hope deep down that she and Ivy become a
couple? And Ivy, oh Ivy, aren't you just the right blend of sweet and wicked. Ohh yes. Can't wait
to find out what happens in the end, and yet, don't want it to end. Such bitter sweet pain!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Well I'm at book 8 taking them one at a .... Well I'm at book 8 taking them
one at a time and I can't put them down, I guess I'll go all the way to book 13. Plenty of magi
action a couple of girly bits here and there and some humour. It's kept my interest right up to the
present book so... I'm in to the end.Well I'm at book 8 taking them one at a time and I can't put
them down, I guess I'll go all the way to book 13. Plenty of magi action a couple of girly bits here
and there and some humour. It's kept my interest right up to the present book so... I'm in to the
end.”

P. J. A. Jennings, “Another diabolical romp. Once again Rachel Morgan does battle with the
forces of evil. She has started to look in earnest for her lover's murderer and discovers more than
she bargained for about her family and her past. As usual, she's in a hole, but doesn't seem to
be able to stop digging! No sooner has she patched up her differences with one group than
she's antagonised someone else. As usual, someone is out to kill her and this time they are



using her old demon enemy Al as a weapon.”

Slayfaith, “Another great read. Kim Harrison is one of my favourite author's at the moment.
Whenever I finish one of her books I end up buying the next one straight away. This book spends
some time dealing with events that happened in the previous book. I was glued to the book
throughout”

frances, “Glad it's over. Jenks is a dream! Shame a limited life span has been put on him. The
story is very different, but, was not sure I would keep reading them as the Ivy situation really did
go on and on. So glad it's over, can now enjoy the rest.”

The book by Kim Harrison has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,432 people have provided feedback.
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